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Abstract— Optimal, efficient and intuitive robotic program-
ming is still a challenge in robotic manufacturing and one of the
main reasons why robots are not widely implemented in small
and medium-sized enterprises (SME). In order to effectively
and efficiently respond to the current product variability
requirements, SMEs require easy and optimal programmable
robotic manufacturing systems in order to achieve profitable
and rapid changeover. To make up for this deficiency, this paper
proposes a solution approach for computing optimal motions
for manufacturing processes based on the interpretation of the
manufacturing process and an automatic configuration of a
state of the art sample-based algorithm, the Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree RRT* which is provably asymptotically optimal,
using as inputs the semantic and mathematical descriptions of
the product, process and resource components. The approach
is simulated on the example of collision avoidance for different
scenarios in robotic welding revealing its functionality and
outlining future potentials for the optimal motion generation
for robotic manufacturing processes. 1

I. INTRODUCTION

Robot systems for manufacturing purposes have become
more common in industry due to its low cost and versatility.
However the main challenge for this technology, in order
to also be spread into SMEs and face the current re-
configuration and high quality production demands, is the
time-consuming, expert dependent and complex program-
ming process. According to the latest IFR statistics, most
robots are installed in automotive producing countries show-
ing a tremendous potential of installing them on emerging
and traditional markets in which the unmodernized retooling
is one of the limitations [1]. Moreover, according to the most
recent NIST report, up to 60 percent of the cost of deploying
a robot system is due to the system’s integration efforts in
comparison with the up to 25 percent cost of the robot itself
[2], depicting the re-configuration problems in SMEs.

Several efforts have been made in order to overcome these
limitations in robotics. Knowledge representation and seman-
tics have been introduced from the early development of
robotics’ theory. For instance, the task frame formalism was
introduced for synthesizing of robot force control [3]. Kine-
matic and dynamic description of spatial transformations is
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nowadays adopted as open-source software [4]. ITASC has
been introduced for reducing complexity when programming
robots [5]. Additionally, manufacturing process descriptions
have been proposed separately. As an example: the product,
process and resource model (PPR) is widely used in industry.
This model is used for instance in the process planning
phase [6], on the exchange of plant engineering information
[7,8] and in some of the state of the art Computer-Aided
Manufacturing (CAM) software. Moreover, optimal models
and standards exist for several manufacturing processes.
However, a semantic representation and modeling for robotic
manufacturing processes is not found in literature.

Today, industry counts on highly developed commercial
and open-source robot simulator software [9,10] which al-
lows modeling of robot cells, collision checking and mapping
of robot dependent properties such as reachability, maximal
joint limits and singularities. Moreover, motion planning
algorithms such as the sample-based technique, which has
emerged as an efficient and extended solution to the complex
motion problems of robots [11,12] in several applications
[13] and in which optimality has been researched [14] is
now available in commercial and open-source software [15].
Even with these developments, there is potential for further
development of these algorithms and software for improving
robotic manufacturing.

In the field of welding, the need of optimization of
controllable parameters and an approach for modeling the
process, robot and sensors for preparing the task offline has
been pointed out [16]. Stand-alone optimization of the robot
motion with respect to the manufacturing process are found
in the literature. For instance, Dolgui proposed that the weld
may be processed in the out-of-position location charged
by reduction of the welding speed in order to satisfy the
quality specifications and considered a cluster-based welding
operations plan for minimizing processing time [17]. Huo
introduces a redundancy-resolution algorithm to optimize the
joint space trajectory of an arc-welding task [18]. Baron
studied a joint-limits avoidance strategy by a virtual rotation
around the electrode axis [19]. Henriques proposed using the
screws theory for optimal welding positioning [20]. Kim [21]
uses information of a laser vision sensor for programming
robot welding tasks.

Although, there is a representative development in the
field of semantics and knowledge representation, CAM and
CAD software for the simulation and generation of motions,
motion planning algorithms in robotics and modeling for op-
timal processing; it is still missing an automatic, changeable
and structured approach for overcoming the re-configuration



problems of motion generation for manufacturing robot sys-
tems which is the main contribution of this paper.

Therefore, with the first goal of simplifying programming
of a robot manufacturing process (RMP), and second of de-
creasing the dependency of manufacturing process and robot
experts in the re-configuration phase, this paper proposes an
approach, architecture and mathematical notation based on
the widely spread PPR model for configuring automatically
state of the art sample-based motion planner algorithms in
order to optimally solve a robotic manufacturing task.

The functionality of the approach is evaluated through
simulations on the example of collision avoidance while
specifying an optimal welding process for three scenarios.
Simulations demonstrate an effective and efficient offline
programming when uncertainties such as collision avoidance
are present in a manufacturing task. The approach opens new
perspectives on the interpretation and in the automatic opti-
mal motion generation of robotic manufacturing processes.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II defines the
problem of optimal motion generation for robotic manufac-
turing processes and introduces the solution approach and
architecture. Section III describes the interpretation of the
robotic welding process and the automatic configuration of a
RRT* [14] for calculation of optimal motions when collision
avoidance is required. Section IV presents the simulation
results on the three different welding scenarios. Finally,
conclusions, potentials and the future work are discussed in
section V.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND APPROACH

This section formally defines the problem and outlines the
general solution approach.

A. Problem definition

To address improvement in robot manufacturing systems
configurability while providing manufacturing quality the
following motion problem generation is defined:

Compute automatically and offline a feasible and optimal
motion σ∗ (as defined in [14]) which satisfies the initial
and final configuration for the manufacturing process and
in which the manufacturing task is optimally accomplished
as much as possible, under a specified manufacturing process
optimum and having as inputs a World W , in this case the
Cartesian space W = SE3, in which the Product, Process
and Resource (PPR) components are defined.

B. Solution Approach

In order to automatically solve the problem defined in sub-
section II-A, first a systematic interpretation of the relations
of the PPR components in respect to the motion is proposed,
followed by the computation of an optimal motion in a
sample-based motion algorithm, performed in the architec-
ture denominated the optimal motion generator. Fig. 1 depicts
the architecture for solving the problem. Inputs for the
interpreter are the semantic descriptions and mathematical
models of the PPR components. Outputs of this interpreter
are: (1) the state validation definition which constitutes the

formulation for determining if a state could be taken into
account for a motion, (2) the manufacturing motion cost
(notated as RMPCost ) which constitutes a quantification of
the relation between interconnected valid samples and the
manufacturing optimum and (3) the required configuration
for a state of the art sample-based motion algorithm. The
outputs of this interpreter are then run into the sample-based
algorithm for computing an optimal motion which is later
parsed into a robot program constituting the output of the
proposed architecture and solution approach.

Fig. 1. Architecture for the automatic offline optimal motion generation
for robotic manufacturing processes (DoF: Degree of Freedom)

For computing robot manufacturing optimal motion the
approach proposes the incorporation of a new space (denom-
inated the robot manufacturing process configuration space
(RMP) in addition to the Cartesian space (defined as SE(3))
and the joint space (notated as J). Functionality of this
new space is to relate motions with the product, process
and resource components of a manufacturing system. Main
goal of the inclusion of this space is the simplification of
the description of a manufacturing process and achieved by
satisfying the PPR constraints into the space and setting as
dimensions the common free DoF of the PPR components.
Fig. 2 depicts the involved spaces in the approach.

Moreover, the approach uses inverse kinematic j = IK(x)
for transforming poses x from SE(3) to joint positions j

[mx1]
in J (where m symbolizes the number of robot joints) and
the forward kinematics x = FK( j) the other way around.
Similarly, the transformation from the RMP to SE3 is
introduced and notated as T SE3

RMP. Exemplification of the use
of this transformation is demonstrated for robotic welding in
Section III.

Fig. 2. Spaces for the optimal motion generation in robotic manufacturing



The solution approach for solving the defined problem
then becomes the interpretation of the PPR model in the
world for automatically finding a configuration of an sample-
based algorithm for offline finding the feasible and optimal
motion σ∗ as notated in (1)

World,
Product,
Process,

Resource,
RMPCost

 Interpret→


RMP,

dimRMP,
boundsRMP,

RMPinit ,
RMPgoal

 , (1)

where the RMP defines the robot manufacturing process
space with dimension dimRMP, bounds boundsRMP derived
from the PPR model and with initial and goal states notated
RMPinit and RMPgoal respectively.

III. ROBOTIC WELDING INTERPRETATION AND MOTION
GENERATOR CONFIGURATION

This section describes how the proposed approach inter-
prets a welding process, and configures the RRT* algorithm
for finding an optimal motion for avoiding collision while
maintaining as much as possible the optimum welding angle
based on the previous described solution approach. This is a
typical and common problem in SMEs which consumes time
when programming an industrial robot and which normally
requires collision avoidance for eluding for instance clamp-
ing mechanisms. Firstly, the product, process and resource
model are defined. Secondly, the state and motion cost for
robotic welding are specified. Finally, the interpretation and
configuration algorithm is presented.

A. Product model

The product model, notated as (p), consists of the mathe-
matical description using homogeneous transformations of
single or multiple-continuous T-joint seams of a welding
workpiece, which are selected by the end user with a click
from the CAD. The description of the translational compo-
nent of the homogeneous matrix consists of parameterized
linear equations (with k as parameter) on the Cartesian space
by having as input the start and end point of each of the
selected seams ~P~Sn

and ~PEn respectively (see Fig. 3), where
n describes the numbers of the selected continuous T-weld
seams as described in algorithm 1. Each T-weld seam is
parameterized from 100(n−1) to 100n (see Fig. 3).

The rotational component of the welding product is mod-
eled by obtaining a quaternion notated as q

n
computed based

on the normal vectors of the two T-joint plates. A percentage
of the k factor in which rotation between seams may occur
is introduced and notated as ζ (see Fig. 3). Rotations
from seam to seam are calculated as follows δq

([n]→[n+1])
=

(q
n
)−1 ·q

[n+1]
and transformed to the axis-angle convention

with the following function [αn,~vn] = Q2AA(q[n]→[n+1]). The
minimum rotational angle αn is then parameterized with
the previously introduced k factor for defining the optimal
orientation from corner to corner as follows,

Fig. 3. Illustration of the T-Weld seam product model components and
notations

β (k,n) = αn ·
(

k− (100n−ζ )

2ζ

)
. (2)

The rotational component is also defined depending on the
amount of selected seams as described in Algorithm 1. This
algorithm uses the function Rq(qn) to calculate a rotation
matrix from a quaternion and the function Raa(β (k),~vn) for
transforming from axis-angle into rotational matrix notation.
The descriptions of rotation and translation are then used
as in algorithm 1 for describing the homogeneous matrix
for each range of the seams. Output of algorithm 1 is the
transformation World to product T P

W (k) parameterized in k as
described in equation (3). The DoF of the product (notated
DoFp) is then k and for this model of one dimension.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for automatic interpretation of the
multiple seam product model

Require: (~PS1 ...
~PSn),(~PE1 ...

~PEn),(q1
...q

n
), ζ , n

1: T P
W
(

DoFp
)
= T p

W (k) =
2: if n = 1 then

3:

[
Rq(q1)

~PS1 +( k
100 )(

~PE1 −~PS1)
0 1

]
,k ∈ [0,100]

4: else

5:

[
Rq(q1)

~PS1 +( k
100 )(

~PE1 −~PS1)
0 1

]
, k ∈ [0,(100−ζ ))

6: for m = 1 to n do

7:

[
Rq(qm) ·Raa(β (k), ~rm) ~PSm +( k

100 )(
~PEm −~PSm)

0 1

]
,

k ∈ [(100m−ζ ),(100m))

8:

[
Rq(qm+1) ·Raa(β (k), ~rm) ~PSm+1 +( k

100 )(
~PEm+1 −~PSm+1)

0 1

]
,

k ∈ [100m,(100m+ζ ))

9:

[
Rq(qm+1)

~PSm+1 +( k
100 )(

~PEm+1 −~PSm+1)

0 1

]
,

k ∈ ((100m+ζ ),(100(m+1)−ζ )]
10: end for

11:

[
Rq(qn) PSn +( k

100 )(PEn −PSn)
0 1

]
,k ∈ ((100n−ζ ),100n]

12: end if (3)



B. Welding process model

The welding process model (proc) is defined with a
homogeneous transformation notated as (T proc

p (·)), meaning
the transformation from product to process, using the Euler
convention which is more intuitive for the end user when
defining constraints and free DoFs of the manufacturing
process. The description is performed locally, meaning with
respect to the coordinate system of the seams of the work-
piece (see Fig. 3).

Position and rotational constants for this transformation
are values obtained from standards, for the case of welding
ISO 22553, and notated as follows (x,y,z,a,b,c)proc. DoF of
the process DoFproc are defined depending on its nature and
notated as (δx,δy,δ z,δa,δb,δc)proc, please note that de-
pending on the process some of these DoF do not exist. The
following equation states the homogeneous transformation
from product to process of a general manufacturing process.
Detailed description for the simulated welding process model
is given with its semantic description in IV-A.

T proc
p

(
DoFproc

)
= T proc

p

 δx,δa,
δy,δb,
δ z,δc


proc

=

Reul

 a+δa
b+δb
c+δc


proc

 x+δx
y+δy
z+δ z


proc

0 1


.

(4)

C. Resource model

The resource model, notated as (r), in this case an in-
dustrial robot, is defined with the forward kinematics and
inverse kinematics as defined in II-B. In this paper, only the
kinematic is studied but further research could also be done
for optimizing robot dynamics in respect to process models.
For instance, optimizing stiffness for robotic milling. The
dimension of the robot (DoFr) in the RMP for this study
is considered null because Cartesian poses are determined
from the product-process relation. However, please note that
the null space of the robot could also be embedded into the
approach for optimization purposes.

D. State and motion cost for robotic welding

The welding process is predefined as optimal if non uncer-
tainties, such as collisions, are present taken into account the
specified process parameters. In the case of non uncertainties,
sampling on the RMP is required. Interpretation of the opti-
mal welding is mathematically defined when the variables of
the welding process model are null T proc

p (∅). Please note that
for other processes and cases it may occur that the optimum
for manufacturing is not previously known. For instance,
optimizing the robot stiffness in a path similarly as in one of
our last works [22]. Based on this interpretation, the optimal
function for the welding process, in respect to the world, of
one seam or multiple continuous seams is determined with
the function ComputeOptimal(·) as follows,

T procopt
W (k) = T p

W (k)·T proc
p (∅). (5)

Based on the optimal function for the welding process, the
state cost is defined as the required angle (calculated using
the axis-angle convention) of a non-collision generated sam-
ple αk for reaching the optimum αopt on a certain k of the pa-
rameterized T-weld seams as follows | αopt−αn |. Moreover,
The motion cost in respect to optimum (RMPOpt ) between
two non-collision samples S1 = [kS1,αS1], and S2 = [kS2,αS2]
is calculated by computing the area in between the line
which connects those two samples Line(k) = Line(S1,S2) =
αS2−αS1
kS2−kS1

k+αS1− αS2−αS1
kS2−kS1

kS1 and the optimal definition of the
motion T procopt

W (k), mathematically formulated as described
in lines 2 and 5 of algorithm 2.

The function FindIntersection(·) is implemented for find-
ing the crossing point between two functions required for dif-
ferentiation between the two different integration cases. The
motion cost in respect to optimum evaluates the closeness
of the orientation in respect to the optimal welding angle.
Please note that just the kinematic is taken into account and
that further specification of dynamic constraints in respect to
the welding process could improve the computed motions.
Moreover, a motion cost policy is also implemented in
order to penalize backward motions RMPBackward which are
undesired for the welding process. The motion final cost is
then calculated as a sum of the last explained two motion
cost as notated in (6). Algorithm 2 describes the calculation
of the proposed motion cost.

Algorithm 2 Optimal motion cost for collision avoidance for
robotic welding
Require: S1 = [kS1,αS1], S2 = [kS2,αS2], T procopt

W (k)

{Cost calculation for closeness to optimal welding angle}
1: if [(Q2AA(T procopt

W (kS1)) > αS1) ∨ (Q2AA(T procopt
W (kS2) > αS2))] ∧

[(Q2AA(T procopt
W (kS1))< αS1)∨Q2AA((T procopt

W (kS2))< αS2)] then
2: RMPOpt =

∫ kS2
kS1

Line(k) ·T procopt
W (k)dk

3: else
4: [kc,θc]← FindIntersection(Line(k),T procopt

W (k))
5:

RMPOpt =|
∫ kc

kS1

Line(k) ·T procopt
W (k)dk |+

|
∫ kS2

kc

Line(k) ·T procopt
W (k)dk |

6: end if
{Cost policy if backward motion is computed}

7: if (kS2 < kS1) then
8: RMPBackward = ∞

9: else
10: RMPBackward =∅
11: end if
12: RMPCost = RMPOpt +RMPBackward (6)

E. Welding process interpretation and automatic optimal
motion planner configuration

For automatically configuring the RRT* algorithm,
some functions are required. One of these functions
DetermineInitGoalStates(p, proc,r) determines the initial
(RMPinit ) and goal state (RMPgoal) parameterized in k be-
fore and after the collision taking into account a specific



motion percentage among k for allowing the reaction. For
finding these collisions, the function Collision(·) has been
implemented using the triangle-triangle collision algorithm
for cross checking all CADs involved in the robot scene.
Collisions are iteratively checked for the optimum T procopt

W (k)
for each discretization step defined for k (δk).

Another required function is DetermineDim(p, proc,r).
This function defines the dimensions of the RMP (dimRMP)
by summating the number of variables of each of the
mathematical description of the PPR components (i.e. DoFp,
DoFproc, DoFr). The number of dimensions is automatically
configured into a RealVectorStateSpace object in OMPL [15]
and should be a natural number dimRMP ∈N and dimRMP≥ 2
as defined in [14]. The bounds of the RMP are defined with
the minimum and maximum value of the defined variables
in the PPR components as in (7) for the amount of DoFs of
the manufacturing process. Finding of these bounds is cal-
culated with the function DetermineBounds(p, proc,r). The
transformation from robot manufacturing space to Cartesian
space is then finally defined as in (8)

boundsRMP

(
RMPinit ,
RMPgoal

)
=


k,
{

kini = RMPinit
kgoal = RMPgoal

θ ,

{
θini = δbmin

θgoal = δbmax
...

, (7)

T SE3
RMP

 DoFp,
DoFproc,

DoFr

= T P
W
(

DoFp
)
·T proc

p
(

DoFproc
)
·T r

p
(

DoFr
)
(8)

The interpretation function defined in (1) is then com-
posed of the functions DetermineInitGoalStates(p, proc,r),
DetermineBounds(p, proc,r), DetermineDim(p, proc,r) and
ComputeOptimal(T procopt

W (k)) for determining the configu-
ration of the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees RRT* [14]
as described in algorithm 3. Finally, after the interpretation,
the robotic manufacturing process is configured into the state
of the art RRT* sample-based motion generation algorithm,
which provides the computation of a provably asymptotically
optimal [14], as described in algorithm 3 for finding the
optimal motion σ∗opt .

IV. RESULTS

The following section describes the robot system and its
semantic modeling, which is a key factor for the changeover
abilities of the presented approach. Moreover, simulation for
three different welding scenarios requiring collision avoid-
ance in robotic welding are presented.

A. System Description and Semantic Modeling

The robot system is conceived and implemented for study-
ing and improving the cognitive and collaborative abilities
of robot welding systems in SMEs. The welding robot cell
consists of an industrial robot Reis RV30-26 provided with
a welding table and a Schunk tool changer reference SWK-
040Q. The robot cell is provided with two endeffectors. In
the first one, an Ensenso 3D stereo camera is installed. In the

Algorithm 3 Automatic interpretation and calculation opti-
mal collision avoidance for robotic welding using RRT*

Require: Interpret (World, Product (eq. (3)), Process (eq. (4)),
Resource (as defined in III-C), RMPCost )

1: ComputeOptimal(T procopt
W (k)) (as in eq. (5))

Check collision for the optimal path j = 1, kini = 0
2: for k = 0 to 100n each δk do
3: if Collision(T procopt

W (k)) then
4: DetermineDim(p, proc,r)
5: return dimRMP
6: DetermineBounds(p, proc,r) as in (7)
7: return boundsRMP
8: DetermineInitGoalStates(p, proc,r)
9: return (RMPinit , RMPgoal)

Sample and calculate optimal motion (as in [14] Algo-
rithm 6)

10: RRT*(RMP, dimRMP, boundsRMP, RMPinit , RMPgoal ,
RRTCost())

11: return Optimal path σ∗j+1 ∈ [RMPinit ,RMPgoal ]
and optimal path without collision σ∗j ∈ [kini,RMPinit ]

12: j = j+1, k = kini = RMPgoal

13: end if
14: end for
15: σ∗opt =

j
∑

i=1
σ∗j

second one, the welding torch is mounted. Fig. 4 depicts the
welding robot cell and its components. A TCP/IP communi-
cation application is implemented with the robot controller
in order to transfer automatically programs generated with
the previous described interpretation and configuration of the
RRT* algorithm in OMPL [15]. A referencing application
using the 3D stereo camera is intended, similarly than in
[23], in order to localize precisely the workpiece in the robot
cell before the computation of optimal motions.

Fig. 4. Welding robot cell

The robot cell is simulated using the CAD files of its el-
ements into an internal developed software configured using
the PPR model semantically described using the Automa-
tion Markup Language (AML) [24]. The robot, peripherals
and endeffectors (tools) are described under the resource
classification. The CAD files of the robot joints and its
Denavit-Hartenberg kinematic parameters are associated with
the resource structure. Links to the forward kinematics and
inverse kinematics are also specified in this classification.
The CAD file of the product (workpiece) is also linked in
this AML format.



The models described in Section III are coded in Python
and depending on the scenario (number of edges, edges
position and orientations). A C file containing the con-
figuration for the RRT* is automatically generated. The
motion generator is programmed in C++ and compiled into
a Dynamic-link library linked with the simulation software.
This semantic description and software structure facilitates
the changeover when facing different requirements of the
PPR components. Fig. 5 depicts the first levels of the welding
robot cell semantic modeling in the AML editor, highlighting
the components of the PPR model.

Fig. 5. Robot system semantic description in AML using the PPR model

The process is modeled into an XML file also linked to the
AML, it describes the geometrical transformation from work-
piece to process, as depicted in Fig. 3. Parameters defined
under the semantic specification (<FrameConstraintsDoF>)
specifies the constraints (type=”fixed”) and free degrees of
freedom (DoF) of the manufacturing process (type=”range”).
These values are directly related with Eq. (3) where values,
and its units, are assigned to the constants and the min and
max values (See listing 1) of the ranges are assigned to the
range of the variables. Listing 1 depicts the semantic model
of the MAG-welding process in the XML format.

1<Process name=”Welding”>
2 <FrameConstraintsDoF>
3 <GeoPar name=”x” unit=”mm” type=”Fixed” value=”0”/>
4 <GeoPar name=”y” unit=”mm” type=”Fixed” value=”0”/>
5 <GeoPar name=”z” unit=”mm” type=”Fixed” value=”100”/>
6 <GeoPar name=”a” unit=”deg” type=”Fixed” value=”0”/>
7 <GeoPar name=”b” unit=”deg” type=”Range” min=”−45”

max=”45” value=”45”/>
8 <GeoPar name=”c” unit=”deg” type=”Fixed” value=”0”/>
9 </FrameConstraintsDoF>

10</Process>

Listing 1. Semantical modeling of the welding process in XML format

B. Simulation results

To evaluate the proposed concept, mathematical descrip-
tion and architecture; three different scenarios of collision
avoidance for robotic welding were tested using the solution
approach described in Section II-B and the interpretation for
the welding process as described in Section III. The first
scenario evaluates a collision avoidance for a T-weld seam by
configuring as DoF of the manufacturing process the rotation
around the welding direction vector (see Fig. 3)(i.e. δb) as
semantically described in Listing 1. By selecting one edge,
the software automatically determines the transformation

T P
W (k) as defined in (5). The algorithm automatically finds

the collision and interprets the start and end configuration
of the sample-based planner, it automatically configures the
RMP with two DoF (k and δb) as described in algorithm 3.

After the automatic configuration, the RRT* finds an
optimal path for avoiding the collision as depicted in Fig. 6.
The results in joint space and a sequence of robot movements
are also depicted. The sample cost of each valid sample is
observed thanks to the color map. The right part and left part
of the motion were not sampled due to the pre-definition of
optimum for this specific manufacturing process. Fig. 6 de-
picts 1918 valid states. The motion generator evaluated 9068
collision states which are not depicted. Sampling was evalu-
ated and plotted over ten hours. Solutions for the avoidance
of this obstacle without plotting functions are obtained within
10 min of sampling and computation which is reasonable for
its implementation in SMEs2. Longer sampling results in
less motion cost due to the provably asymptotically optimal
nature of the sample-based techniques [14]. This behavior is
observed on the motion cost obtained for different sampling
times as in table I.
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Fig. 6. (Up) Evaluated valid samples and optimal interconnected solution
in the Robot Manufacturing Process space for avoiding a collision using
the rotation around the welding direction vector (Middle) Joint space with
the found optimal solution (Down) Sequences of robot movements in the
simulated robot scene demonstrating the optimal collision avoidance

TABLE I
AVERAGE COST FOR DIFFERENT SOLVING TIMES - SCENARIO 1

Sampling time [min] 10 20 30 40 50
Average cost [Deg ·%] 1030 945 934 837 791
Number solutions from 5 trials 3 5 4 5 5
2Please note that the fastest achievement of the computation of the optimal

is out of the focus of this paper.



For testing the re-configurability of the motion generation
in respect to changes of the welding process model, a second
scenario is evaluated. The free degree of freedom of the
process is changed to the welding rotation axis (see Fig 3).
This rotation has less influence on the welding process
quality and could be easily prioritized by an expert welder
without having experience with robotics, which is one of
the main advantages of the proposed approach. For re-
configuring this feature, changes of lines 7 and 8 of listing 1
are performed as specified in listing 2. Simulation for two
different amounts of valid times and samples (2502 and 225)
results in optimal motions as depicted in Fig. 7. It is observed
that the motion does not vary significantly between both
cases for this case.

7 <GeoPar name=”b” unit=”deg” type=”Fixed” value=”−45”/>
8 <GeoPar name=”c” unit=”deg” type=”Range” min=”0” max=

”45” value=”45”/>
9 </FrameConstraints DoF>

10</Workpiece2Process>

Listing 2. Semantical changes for adapting process DoF

Further heuristics could be implemented based on the
delta of the manufacturing motion cost, taking into account
the provably asymptotically optimal behavior of the RRT*,
for automatically finalizing the sampling and not having to
specify sampling times beforehand. It is worth noting that if a
motion is not possible the motion generator returns a message
to the end user stating that no interconnection between the
generated samples was possible. It is important to point out
that the rotational component of the start and goal state of
the robotic welding process could have also been optimized.
However, this is a motion planning problem which, based on
the knowledge of the authors, it has not still been solved and
which has significant potential for planning robot motions.
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Fig. 7. Evaluated valid samples and optimal interconnected solution in
the Robot Manufacturing Process space for avoiding a collision using the
rotation around the welding rotation vector for (Up) 2502 and (Down) 225
valid samples

The third scenario evaluates the optimal motion generator
by simulating a collision avoidance in the corner between the
first and second seam. For setting this scenario, the end user
selects more than one continuous edge on the product. The
transformation T P

W (k) is then defined for more than one edge
as specified in algorithm 1. The welding direction vector is
defined as the DoF of the process.

Fig. 8 depicts the results in RMP. The position and
orientation of the robot are also depicted in SE(3) showing
the changes of the manufacturing-process coordinate frame
when colliding and the optimal rotation from edge to edge
as defined in the product model. Sequences of the robot
simulation are also depicted demonstrating the complexity
of robot movements achieved by interpreting the PPR model
for optimal motion generation. The different ranges on
the sampled RMP space are due to the geometry of the
workpiece on the corner. The changes of orientation when
avoiding the collision are due to the lack of specification of
kinodynamic relations between the product the process and
the robot, which is part of the proposed further work of this
research.
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Fig. 8. (Up) Evaluated valid samples and optimal interconnected solution in
the Robot Manufacturing Process space for avoiding a collision using the
rotation around the welding direction vector for multiple seams (Middle)
Cartesian space with the plot of the found optimal welding direction vector
(Down) Sequences of Robot movements in the simulated robot scene for
the optimal collision avoidance



V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper describes a solution approach and architec-
ture for the automatic computation of optimal motions for
robotic manufacturing processes considered a key factor
for facing current re-configurations deficiencies of robotic
manufacturing systems leading to simplification of the robot
program generation process and avoidance of dependency
from manufacturing process and robotic experts.

The paper proposes an interpretation of the manufactur-
ing process by semantically describing and mathematically
modeling the product, the process, the resource (a robot) and
a manufacturing motion cost, which determines the relation
between robot motions and process quality. The interpreta-
tion determines the automatic configuration of an Rapidly-
exploring Random Trees sample-based algorithm used for
the computation of optimal motions when uncertainties are
present. The interpretation and automatic configuration is
simulated for the optimal avoidance of collision in robotic
welding considered a typical and initial scenario for testing
the proposed approach, three scenarios varying the degrees
of freedom of the manufacturing process and the number
of selected T-weld seams are analyzed. Simulation results
demonstrate the functionality of the approach and the sim-
plicity when re-configuration is required.

The presented approach is conceptualized for easy re-
configuration and therefore further product, process and re-
source mathematical models could be integrated for comput-
ing optimal motions for other manufacturing processes. For
instance, stiffness model of industrial robots could be embed-
ded as motion costs for optimizing motions for machining in
joint space; robot velocities optimization for welding could
be approached by embedding robot dynamic models, using
sample-based kinodynamic planning and velocity welding
models.

Moreover, different sorts of product variants with other
features such as splines or circles could be modeled in order
to optimize manufacturing for more complex products. The
generation of motions in the robot manufacturing process
space could be also linked with state of the art joint space
optimization for avoiding singularities or maximal joint
movements or optimizing in the null space, for instance.
Future work is also the evaluation of the motion generator
in the described robot cell using the intended sensor-based
workpiece referencing system with which the workpiece
could be accurately located in the robot cell for its later
automatic programming as detailed described in this paper.
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